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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF YOUNG LAWYERS
Double Winter Ski Seminar: The Future of M&A: How Artificial Intelligence, Legal Tech and Big Data will change corporate deal-making // Competition (law) in Sports

Join us in St. Anton, the birthplace of modern skiing, for an unforgettable event.


Technology is changing the legal profession. This is why next year’s winter seminar will discuss how technology has and will change the way M&A professionals practice law. This seminar will address the current status of technology used in M&A transactions, provide an outlook for things to come and discuss current issues when dealing with Artificial Intelligence, Legal Tech and Big Data.

Sports and a dose of healthy competition is not only practiced on the slopes. The Seminar focusses on the application of competition rules to sport and how to balance interest of different players, discussion amongst others athletes challenging sports association’s rules for participation in championships, sports associations entering into exclusive agreements with industry partners and the joint selling of media rights.

The academic programmes will be complemented by an amazing social programme which will include plenty of skiing, hiking with torches, a traditional fondue evening and many other opportunities to network and see your AIJA friends.

Commissions
Antitrust
Corporate and M&A
International Business and Sports Law
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